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Herbert selected to lead UNF
By Victor F. Long
News Editor

University Relations

Dr. Adam W. Herbert Jr.,
currently vice president at FIU's
North Miami campus, was named
UNF's new president Dec, 5.

The Florida Board of Regents
has selected Dr. Adam W.
Herbert Jr. to be the next
president of the University of
North Florida. Herbert, 45, was
chosen unanimously Dec. 5 at a
10 a.m. teleconference meeting
of the BOR and the Presidential
Selection Committee.
When asked how he felt about
his selection as president,
Herbert said, "I don’t know how
to feel; it’s been a madhouse
down here [FIU] since they
announced the decision.”
Herbert said he was looking
forward to coming to
Jacksonville and he is
"convinced that we will continue
to build at the University of
North Florida a regional
university which is regarded by
its peers as one of the nation’s
best."
Herbert currently serves as
vice president of Florida
International University’s North
Miami Campus, a position he

has held since February 1987.
Herbert has been at FIU for ten
years and several members of
the BOR said they saw this as an
asset.
"We won’t have to worry about
someone new coming in and
having to learn the ropes and
establish a relationship with the
chancellor," said Raul Masvidal,
BOR vice chairman. Masvidal
said this was especially
important now since the Florida
Legislature is gearing up for the
1989 session.
When Herbert visited UNF
Nov. 9 he made a point of his
familiarity with the Florida SUS.
"I have a very good sense of the
realities of academic
institutions, and because for the
last ten years I have been in the
state of Florida, I have
particular appreciation for
higher education within the
state of Florida and particularly
the State University System."

(See Herbert, page 3)

Increased crime
in residences
causes concern
By Patricia G. Cheney
Associate Editor

The University Police
Department (UPD) and
Residential Life are concerned
about the recent increase in crime
in the student residences and
warn that more crimes are
usually committed at the end of a
term.
Lt. John Anderson said
students leave their apartments
unlocked while they are packing
and moving and provide thieves
with many opportunities.
Usually the thefts in the
apartments are committed by the
victims' friends or by friends of
friends who have access to the
victims' apartments, he said.
"The problem is not with UNF
people," Anderson said, "but with

(See Security, page 3)

UNF breaks ground with dormitory-style Osprey Hall
By Linda Francis
Staff writer

In just nine months from the
groundbreaking on Nov. 30,1988,
the first coed dormitory-style
residence hall on the UNF
campus should be a reality.
This newest addition to the
UNF campus will arrive "on
time, under budget, and be of the
best quality," predicted Charles B.
Reed, chancellor of the Florida
Board of Regents, in his remarks
to the audience at the site.
Reed complimented the UNF
Foundation, the administration
and Dr. Roy McTarnaghan, UNF
interim-president, who worked
hard to put the residence hall
package together in record time.
Reed joked with the audience
about the identity of UNF’s new
president, saying that he would
let them in on a little secret—the
new UNF president was actually
there masquerading as Ozzie
Osprey. Ozzie, meanwhile, was
enjoying dancing around to the
upbeat music provided by
students from the UNF American
Music Program.
The mood was definitely one of
happy expectation. John Walker,
president of the Student
Government Association, said the
residence hall will be a valuable
addition to the university, as will
the expansion of the Andrew A.
Robinson Student Life Center,
currently underway.
Walker said these additions
will be of benefit especially to the
younger college students and will
enhance student life on campus.
He predicted that UNF will no
longer be known as ’You Never

Finish," but rather the
"University which is Naturally
Fun and Friendly."
Kathryn Sykes, UNF
freshman, spoke at the
groundbreaking as the first
student to apply for residential
housing for the fall term, 1989.
Sykes said she now commutes
45 minutes each way to classes
three days a week. She said she is
looking forward to becoming more
involved with student activities on
campus as a result of living at
UNF next fall, as well as having
more time to use the library.
"When I sent in my application
in October for student housing, I
never expected to be standing up

here today talking about it," she
said. "The more Im out here, the
more excited I get about UNF and
Jacksonville. UNF has such a
beautiful campus and everything
I do is on this side of town so I can
have the best of both worlds."
Sykes, whose family lives near
the airport, is typical of most UNF
students in that she also works.
She models for the Denise Carol
Agency, doing runway,
photographic and promotional
modeling for stores such as
Jacobson’s and Maison Blanche.
A graduate of Stanton College
Preparatory School, Sykes was
also accepted at Florida State
University, the University of

Florida and Oxford College of
Emory University, but decided on
UNF because she likes the idea that
at UNF she will be "at home" while
still living away from home. She
plans to major in marketing.
Sykes said she feels that living
on campus with a roommate will
be "a real learning and growing
experience" and is depending on
the residential housing office to
select a roommate for her.
During McTarnaghan’s

(See Osprey Hall,
page 3)
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Soviet cutback has potential
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's pledge to cut Soviet troops and
tank divisions in Europe is not as big a deal as it has been
made out to be, but it has considerable potential.
Look at the facts:
• Troops: The Soviet-backed Warsaw Pact ground forces
currently outnumber NATO forces by 3-to-l. The reduction
will make the ratio approximately 2-to-l.
• Tanks: The Warsaw Pact currently has over 51,500 tanks
in Europe; NATO has just over 16,000.
• Combat Aircraft: The Warsaw Pact currently has slightly
more than 8,000 fighter, bomber and surveillance aircraft in
Europe. NATO has less than 4,000.
Additionally, Warsaw Pact forces have more helicopters,
anti-aircraft systems and armored vehicles than NATO
forces, which have traditionally relied on a "fight like crazy,
then use nukes" policy in Europe. So the cutbacks are not
incredibly large.
Though world leaders have praised the cutback, they also
want verifiable proof that the Russians will do what they
say. In a 13-point position statement issued by NATO,
several points note a need for "transparency of military
organization."
They want to know not only what the Soviets are doing but
appear to be willing to let them know what NATO is doing.
Part of the statement calls for setting up a "comprehensive
annual exchange of information concerning military
organization, manpower and equipment, as well as major
weapons deployment."
NATO wants to ensure that no one country can dominate
the European continent by force and has proposed limiting
the number of tanks, troops and weapons that can be held
by any country in Europe. "Our vision remains that of a
continent where military forces exist only to prevent war
and ensure self-defense, not for the purpose of initiating
aggression or for political or military intimidation," the 13point statement concluded.
Though there have been no indications that U.S. forces
will be cut back in response to the Soviet withdrawal, some
have hinted that it would be a good idea to let Europe assume
a greater share of the burden of protecting itself.
Hopefully, Gorbachev and the Soviets are actually intent
on world peace. It means more money can be spent on
trying to feed the world instead of trying to fight with it.
More pressure can be put on countries like South Africa,
Cuba and even the Soviet Union to release "Prisoners of
Conscience." The Soviets have agreed to release many of
their political prisoners and allow them to emigrate to
Israel. Each release should be noted as a positive move
toward the betterment of us all.
The Soviets have also hinted at a joint United States/Soviet
Union mission to Mars. Since we are both spending
millions on development of space stations, shuttles and
programs, a joint venture would save both countries money.
Again this money could be spent to help underdeveloped
countries feed themselves and stabilize themselves enough
to ensure human rights are granted to all their citizens.
The Soviet cutback in reality is minor, but the
implications are great. As world leaders, the United States
and the Soviet Union can set the course for the rest of the
world. One day one of us may be in a position to help chart
that course.
The Spinnaker welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed, including
the author's address and telephone number. All letters will be edited for spelling,
grammatical and style errors as well as for length. Address all letters to the
attention of the managing editor.
This public document was printed at a cost of $526, or 15.0286 cents per copy, to
inform the students, faculty and staff of the University of North Florida about news
of interest.

Briefs
Exchange students
UNF signed an agreement to
exchange students and faculty
with Rima College of Malaysia
in order to foster its growing role
in international education.
Dr. Betty Flinchum, director of
UNF’s Center for International
Education, said, "We accepted
and hosted their president to
discuss the possibility of an
international exchange
agreement.”
Dr. John Bardo, UNF provost
and vice president for academic
affairs, said, 'During their visit
here, Malaysian educators found
that we offer programs they
need." Rima College is similar to
American community colleges.
The Malaysians are looking for
an upper-division school where
students can continue their
education."

Savings bonds
Effective Jan. 1,1990 U.S.
Savings Bonds purchased for
college or vocational school
purposes will be exempt from
federal income taxes on the
interest at redemption,
according to Dean Long with the
U.S. Treasury Department.
There will be special
registration requirements for the
bonds and old bonds will not be
grandfathered into the
educational program.
"Normal bond maturity is 12
years, however since bond
interest rates have been tied into
treasury marketable securities,
the maturity period should be
considerably shorter," he said.
Persons interested should
contact their local financial
institution or the Federal
Reserve Bank.

Book exchange
The Student Government
Association will sponsor UNF’s
first book exchange during the
spring 1989 term. This
exchange will allow students to
sell and buy textbooks for better
prices than a bookstore could
offer.
The book exchange is
scheduled for 10 a.m.-l p.m. and
4-7 p.m. on Jan. 11-12 in the
Bldg. 2 Banquet Room. SGA will
provide a list of required books
for spring term courses and
stickers so students can put the
prices on their books.
The students must remain in
the Banquet Room to be able to
sell their books.
For more information call
SGA at 646-2750

Minority internships
The University of South
Carolina College of Journalism
and Mass Communications is
offering a free workshop for
minorities interested in
becoming newspaper reporters
or editors.
The second annual
Southeastern Minority
Newspaper Workshop is
scheduled to be held Jun. 5
through Aug. 11,1989 and
according to a USC news
release, room, board and a small
stipend will be included.
Applicants should be college
graduates or expect to graduate
by June 1989; be able to type 30
w.p.m.; and live in either
Florida, Georgia or the
Carolinas.
To learn more about the
program call (813) 777-5166.
Applications must be
postmarked by Feb. 1,1989.

(Briefs continued on page 3)

Correction :

On page 6 of the Nov. 29 issue the printer reversed the
pictures of composer Leslie Hopwood Meyer and the
children at the reception of "Explorations in Women's Art."

The next issue of

THE SPINNAKER
will appear on Jan. 24.
(Deadline for submissions is Jan. 17)
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Osprey Hall groundbreaking ceremony (from pg. 1)

photo by H.A. Newman

UNF freshman Kathryn Sykes,
first resident of Osprey Hall
remarks, he commented he was
glad for Sykes’ presence on the
platform so the Board of Regents
could actually see ’’somebody who’s

going to start paying the bills.”
McTarnaghan was in step with
the theme of the program, ’’Kick
Off Your Shoes and Call UNF
Home,” when he remarked, "By
putting our best foot forward, UNF
is responsible for bringing those
students like Kathryn here."
McTarnaghan said life on
campus will undergo a big change
with three meals a day being
served in the Osprey Cafeteria,
expecting there will be more
campus-oriented activities and
more fun as a result.
Dr. Bernadine Bolden, vice
president for student affairs,
introduced the speakers and
assured those assembled that
Osprey Hall will not be the
traditional-style dormitory with
long, straight corridors and
cramped rooms.
There will be study and social
lounges on each floor and both
single and double rooms with large
windows overlooking Candy Cane
Lake and the woods. Also offered
are hookups for personal

photo by H.A. Newman

computers, cable TV and
telephones for each room. It is
expected to house 250 students.
Among the dignitaries attending
the official groundbreaking were
Regent C. Dubose Ausley; Thomas
Starnes, president of American

General Construction of
Jacksonville, the builder; Jerry
Brim, vice president of Pappas
Associates, architects for Osprey
Hall; and Hugh Jones, president of
Barnett Bank, who arranged the
financing.

Herbert appointed president (from pg. 1) Security problems increase (from pg.1)
Chancellor Charles Reed said
Herbert was chosen after three of
the remaining five candidates
dropped out of the selection
process, leaving only Herbert and
John Darling, provost and vice
president for academic affairs at
Mississippi State University. No
reason was given for the other
three candidate withdrawals.
No exact date for Herbert’s
arrival has been determined, but
he said he plans to visit UNF
regularly to become acquainted
with the university. Herbert said
the first thing he plans to do is
hold meetings with
representatives from all areas of
the campus and community in
order to determine areas of need.
"I am an open and straight
forward administrator who
believes strongly in the practice
of collaboration and participatory

Briefs

decision making," he said.
As for student relations,
Herbert said, "I feel very strongly
about the importance of working
with students. I try to encourage
young people to assume greater
leadership roles."
Herbert said in his spare time
he enjoys going for walks with
his wife, seeing movies and
plays and says he loves athletics.
He said he was looking forward
to arriving at UNF in time for the
baseball season.
John Walker, Student
Government Association
president, said, "I look forward
to working with Dr. Herbert and
assisting him in becoming
acquainted with UNF students.
I’m sure he will prove to be a
valuable asset to not only the
campus, but to the community as
a whole."

(cont.)

Hepatitis A
The possibility exists that
people who ate at The Krystal at
1126 N. Edgewood Ave. between
Oct. 18 and Nov. 1 may have been
exposed to Hepatitis A.
The symptoms are tiredness,
"Flu-like” symptoms, loss of
appetite, nausea, vomiting, and
jaundice (yellowing of the skin or
eyes, dark-colored urine, light
colored stools).
Any patron who has these
symptoms should see a doctor
immediately and notify the
Duval County Public Health
Unit's Epidemiology Office at 6303243 or Environmental Health at
630-3260.

Off-campus
courses
UNF will offer 12 courses at
locations in Orange Park and
Jacksonville NAS during the
spring 1989 term. The university
is doing so to fulfill its
commitment to meet the
educational needs of military
personnel and their families and
to expand its access to more area
residents.
For more information about
the courses call the UNF
Division of Continuing
Education and Extension at 6462690.

Student teacher
competition
The College of Education and
Human Services (COEHS) is
accepting applications for the
1988-89 National Student
Teacher Competition.
The deadline for submitting
lesson plans, videotapes and
entry forms to the NEA office is
March 20. Applications and
additional information are
available in the Office of Student
Services, COEHS, Bldg. 9, room
2305.

New SUS
education director
Dr. Nathaniel Pugh Jr. has
been appointed Director of the
State University Systems
Florida Institute of Education,
headquartered at UNF. Pugh is
the former assistant to the
president and associate
professor of education and
research at Georgia Southern
College, Statesboro.
Pugh plans to conduct a needs
assessment of scholastic areas,
he said. The results of the
assessment will be used to
identify weaknesses and to
develop programs to improve the
weak areas.

people who are not connected with
the university."
The majority of the people who
break into the cars on campus are
also not connected with UNF and
most of the disturbances in the
parking lots are by people coming
to visit students in the residences,
he said.
The residents have gotten
comfortable and lax about locking
their doors because no serious
crimes have happened in the
student apartments recently, said
Jeanne Morrow, area director for
Residential Life.
Rosalyn Gilbert, former
administrative secretary for
Residential Life, said she often
had to go to the apartments and
"Most of the students would just
say, 'Come on in' and wouldn't
even get up."
"It shouldn’t come to that—that
you wait for someone to get hurt
[before you] lock your door,"
Gilbert said.
Increased crime in the
apartments is likely since UNF
and its student residences are
becoming more widely known in
Jacksonville, Morrow said.
In addition, as crime increases
in the city, crime will increase at
UNF, Anderson said.
"Nobody's immune. Even RA’s
have had things stolen," he said.
Anderson and Morrow offer
these measures to help avoid

being robbed or attacked:
*Students living on the first
floors should be especially careful
because their apartments can be
entered easily. They should check
that their back doors are locked
and their windows are closed
before they leave.
*Valuables like cameras and
jewelry should be kept out of sight
from outside the windows on the
first floors. Thieves can take out
the screens and go through the
windows.
*Residents should use bars or
broom sticks in the windows so
they can be only partially opened
and no one can get in the
apartments through the windows.
*Female students who live on
the third floors should be careful
to lock their doors. They could be
trapped in the lofts before they are
aware that an intruder has
entered their apartment.
*UPD recently has had reports
of a bicycle and a surfboard stolen
from second floor balconies. The
second floor balconies are low
enough that the theives are able to
climb up onto them. Valuables
should not be left on the balconies
and the doors should be locked.
Any UNF student, faculty or
staff member can have his
valuables engraved with his
driver's license number at UPD,
Bldg. 4.

Florida Theatre
JACKSONVILLE

WAWS -Fox 30
PRESENTS

"An Outspoken Evening with

MORTON
DOWNEY, JR.!"
Saturday, Jan. 21, 7 pm
Watch Morton Downey Jr.
Late Nights
Tickets available at Florida Theatre Box Office,
All Ticketmaster Locations, or charge by phone: 355-2787
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Common knowledge test yields interesting results
By Jeff Maher
Staff writer

Just how much do
University of North Florida
students really know? Recently a
survey was done by Professor
William Roach’s mass
communications research class
to determine just that.
The class took 307 students
attending the university and
tested their knowledge of
geography, current events,
science and history in a 15
question survey.
To try and obtain a fair
representation or sample,
researchers broke down the
student body into several
different categories; by college,
class level, sex and age. They
then determined how many
students in each of the categories
needed to be surveyed in order to
achieve a fair representation.
All figures and percentages
could not be matched exactly,
therefore the results are skewed
somewhat. The results did,
however, provide enough
information to get a close
approximation on the
breakdowns by college, sex and
class level. It should be noted
that these results do not
accurately reflect the entire
student body at UNF.
According to the results of the
survey, the lowest percentage of
correct responses given was to

the question, "Name two Florida
candidates running for the U.S.
Senate.” The number of
students who answered correctly
was 23.8 percent. Almost 40
percent of students surveyed did
not answer the question at all.
When the question was
broken down by college the
lowest percentage correct was
achieved by those students who
were not committed to one
particular college (15.4 percent).
They were closely followed
however, by the college of
business (36.4 percent). The
high scores on the breakdown by
college were those in the Division
of Computer and Information
Sciences with 50 percent
responding correctly.
Another question students
had trouble answering was,
’Where will the Summer
Olympics be held in 1992?’’ Out
of the 307 students surveyed, only
50 percent answered the
question. Of those who did
answer the question however,
26.1 percent gave the correct
response: Barcelona, Spain.
The low in the breakdown by
college was Arts and Sciences,
with 45.9 percent answering
correctly and the high once
again was by the computer and
information science students
with 100% correct.
In the category of geography
of the United States only 34.9

R.E.M.'s “Green” lacks artistic edge
By John Oehser
Staff Writer

R.E.M. Surely those three
letters conjure up more images
and opinions than any words in
alternative music.
For those who captured them
in their early days (i.e. "Chronic
Town," "Murmur" and
"Reckoning"), Michael Stipe,
Peter Buck, Bill Berry and Mike
Mills took on a religious-like
stature.
The band’s energy and artistic
edge made a live R.E.M. show an
event to be cherished and
remembered. Their albums
could be heard again and again,
each time revealing a new lyric,
a new twist to a song you thought
you already knew too well.
With "Green," the group’s
latest album, and their first
Warner Bros, release, the band
continues to explore the harder,
raucous side of rock and roll.
Maybe, with their move from
IRS records to Warner Bros.,
they can put their contractual
problems behind (see
"Eponymous") and concentrate
again on creating music which
makes you want to live. Perhaps
R.E.M. can capture the same
feeling with their harder style.
But, really, should R.E.M. reside
on the hard side of rock and roll?
R.E.M.’s early albums flowed
from song to song and created a
soft dream-like state. Reality
vanished as you moved into
"Murmur" and "Reckoning"
while Stipe captivated you with
his compelling stream-ofconciousness lyrics. A thousand
people could interpret an R.E.M.
song a thousand different ways
and swear to a thousand
different lyrics.

That band is gone.
"Green" moves them closer to
the mainstream, but they do
manage to hold on to some of the
major concepts which made
them great.
Stipe still confuses the
listener with his lyrics and has
seemingly gained confidence
over the years as a singer and a
songwriter. Where he would
often deliberately muddle words
under the music, his lyrics now
come through clear and his
nasal whine sets the mood on
"Green."
"I've got my spine, I’ve got
my Orange Crush" is the
identifiable lyric of their new hit
single. As on their 1987 single,
"The One I Love," they repeat the
main lyrics over and overperfect for mainstream radio
play. A perfect "hit single."
While the early albums were a
continuous 40-minute concept,
each song on "Green" strikes as
a separate entity —11 singles, in
essence. The flow is gone and
with it, much of the appeal and
beauty.
R.E.M. from 1982-84 had
energy without being obnoxious
and loud. R.E.M. was exciting
without the violent sound that
destroyed the era's hard-core
punk scene. R.E.M. was pure
and had undeniable appeal.
The very undeniable appeal
which endeared them to "the
ones who knew them back
when," however, was also
destined to bring them the
commercial success which led to
their current state.
The R.E.M. of old is gone.
Maybe the new R.E.M. can
replace them and be even better.
I hope so. I miss them.

percent of students surveyed knew
where Yellowstone National Park
is located. Answers ranged from
California to New York and
anywhere in between. Computer
and information science students
scored the lowest with 28.6 percent
answering correctly. The high in
the college breakdown was by the
health students with 66.1 percent.
The question with the highest
percentage of correct responses
was, "Who is the leader of the
Soviet Union?,’’ with 82.7 percent
answering correctly. This also was
the only question of the 15 that the
females outscored the males, with
94.6 percent of all females
answering correctly compared to
males with 92.9 percent.
Overall, results showed that of
the students surveyed, males
outscored the females by 14 to 1.
The biggest difference was in the
question on what the abbreviation
"U.S.S.R." stands for: Only 29.4
percent of females answered
correctly compared to 51.5 percent
for males.
Other questions students did
well on were, "Name two countries
that border the United States," 82.1
percent correct; "Who developed
the theory of relativity?," 64.8
percent correct; "Where is the
Mona Lisa kept?," 63.8 percent; and
"Name the Democratic vice
presidential candidate," 62.5
percent.

DECEMBER

1. The Essential Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Waterson
(Andrews & McMeel, $12.951 More Calvin & Hobbes cartoons.
2. Beloved, by Toni Morrison. (Plume'NAL, $8.95)
Profoundly affecting chronicle of slavery and its aftermath.
3. Tales to Ticklish to Tell, by Berke Breathed
(Little. Brown. $7 95) More of Bloom County
4. The Power of Myth, by Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers
(Doubleday. $19 95) How mythology illuminates stages of life
5. Kaleidoscope, by Danielle Steel (Dell. $5.50.)
A lawyer's quest to find and reunite three sisters.
6. Love, Medicine & Miracles, by Bernie S. Siegel
(Perennial, $8.95 | The importance of a patient's state of mind
7. Night of the Crash-Test Dummies, by Gary Larson
(Andrews & McMeel. $6 95.) Far Side cartoons
8. The Far Side Gallery 3, by Gary Larson. (Andrews & McMeel.
$10.95.) Selected cartoons from three previous collections.

9. Presumed Innocent, by Scott Turow (Warner, $5.95.) A

10. Heaven and Hetl, by John Jakes. (Dell, $5.95.)
The lives of two families after the Civil War.

A personal selecton of JoAnn Osborn Colorado CoHege Bookstore Colorado Spongs

The Bonfire of the Vanities, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, $4.95.)
Lust, greed and the American way of life in the 80s__
Chaos, by James Gleick. (Penguin, $8.95.)
Records the birth of a new science and offers a way of seeing order
where formerly only chaos had been observed
_
Women on War, by Daniela Gioseffi, Ed. (Touchstone, $9 95)
Essential voices for the nuclear age from a brilliant international
assembly
____________ ____________________
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE STORES

—Review of the month—
Chaos, by James Gleick (Penguin
Books, $8.95).
"A welcome history and
overview of this brand-new subject.
.. Chaos is a feast, a packed book
that will repay many hours of
study."—Washington Post Book
World
"Beautifully lucid ... Gleick has
a novelist's touch for describing his
scientists and their settings, an eye
for the apt analogy, and a sense of
the dramatic and the poetic."—San
Fransisco Chronicle
"Not only does it explain
accurately and skillfully the
fundamentals of chaos theory, but
it also sketches the theory's colorful
history... —The Boston Sunday
Globe.

CASH FOR
YOUR TEXTBOOKS
We will buy your college textbooks at
TOP PRICES. If your textbook is on our
adoption list, we will pay half of the
new/used list price. If not, we will pay top
wholesale prices.
(Only good current edition books please!)

Load up your textbooks and bring them by!

Now buying selected books at
1/2 price starting Nov. 21.
STORE HOURS:
9-6 Mon. thru Sat.

COLLEGE
BOOK RACK
11233 BEACH BOULEVARD
(ON THE CORNER OF
BEACH AND
ST. JOHN'S BLUFF ROAD)
PH. 642-7582
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Co-op provides experience, credit

Dr. Roy E.
McTarnaghan,
UNF's interim
president, with
his wife and
Ozzie Osprey
at the reception
of the holiday
party and tree
lighting
ceremony at
the
Boathouse
Dec. 7.

By John Aimone
Staff writer

photo by Susan P.

Stanton

UNF kicks off holiday season
Ozzie Osprey
hands out candy
to some of the
children from
the Child
Development
Center at the
Christmas
party. Earlier, a
12-foot
evergreen was
lighted on the
deck of the
Boathouse to
officially kick
off the
Christmas
season.
photo by Susan P.
Stanton

Over 20 UNF students met
Dec. 2 in the Student Life Center
Blue Room to tell faculty,
administrators and other
students how they spent their
fall.
None went on vacation; they
worked under the Cooperative
Education (Co-Op) Program, a
work-study program
administered by the Center for
Experiential Learning in Bldg. 2,
room 2068.
Co-op enables students to
earn up to six credit hours while
working a job related to their
field of study.
Currently 22 organizations
employ 40 UNF students in
association with the Co-Op
program, with the major
employers being the Jacksonville
Electric Authority with ten
students and the U.S.
Department of Labor with five.
One of the students, Luis
Perez, majoring in public
administration, said he found
out about Co-Op through a
career placement test.
He said his job as an equal
opportunity specialist in the
Office of Federal Contract
Compliance at the U.S.
Department of Labor includes
auditing private business
contractors that are receiving
federal monies and ensuring
they are in compliance with
federal guidelines.
Perez said he is involved with
affirmative action programs at
the Department of Labor and it
has taught him more about

public administration than simply
sitting in a classroom and listening
to lectures.
Patricia Anderson, a Co-Op
student majoring in Health Science
employed on the UNF campus at
the Wellness Center, stressed that
the center is concerned with
preventative measures of students’
physical and mental conditions.
Anderson is on the Student
Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT)
and plans to be involved with the
AIDS task force at UNF.
Deborah Davies, a computer
science major, is employed by the
Jacksonville Electric Authority
(JEA) through Co-Op and works in
the Power Engineering
Department. Davies said she
oversees the operation of 53
computers, maintains and designs
computer networks for JEA and
must troubleshoot the system when
problems occur.
Carol Ann Boyles, director of
experiential learning and testing,
said she hopes to expand the
program, which is not limited to
the immediate Jacksonville area.
She said many job opportunities
should become available in central
Florida with the Disney World
expansion and the construction of
the MGM and Universal Movie
Studios near Orlando.
Boyles said UNF students are
made aware of the Co-Op program
through class advisors, a bulletin
sent to sophomores and word-ofmouth.
She said students must have a
2.5 grade point average to qualify
for Co-Op and the program is ”a
wonderful way for students to
explore and clarify career areas.”

BEAT THE BOOKSTORE BLUES!
* Get more $ for your
* Buy

you need for less

$

TRY THE SGA BOOK EXCHANGE
WHEN: JAN 11-12
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
4-7 p.m.

WHERE: Bldg. 2
Banquet Room

A list of required books
* for Spring semester courses
will be provided.
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CLASSIFIED

RENTAL

MISC.

BEAUTIFUL NEW APARTMENT TUTORING - English and French.
COMPLEX - 5 Min. from UNF. Save
Mandarin/Beauclerc area. Call 731-3369.
on travel and study time. Nicely furnished
efficiencies, $299 per month. Unfurnished
1Br, $329. Short term leases available.
Students and staff welcome. From UNF,
turn right onto St. Johns Bluff, then go to
the third stop light and turn right onto
Alden Rd. Just past Sandalwood High
School on the right. Pine Barrens Apts.
642-8967.

WANTED - Apt. and roommate in UNF
area. Male or female. Call 1-824-5108
after 7 pm.

ROOMMATE - Male or female to live
w/ 2 UNF female students. $163.00 and
1/3 utilities. Call 221-4451.

STUDENT - looking for female
roommate to share 2bd apt. and 1/2
utilities. Ten minutes from UNF. Call
Suzanne @ 221-3418.

'83 ISUZU I-MARK SEDAN
- Runs great, mileage, standard trans.,
AC, $2000. Dave Porter 646-2650 or
246-3689.

WORDPERFECT 5.0 - only $135
(4.2 - $125), special full-time college
student or faculty price (retail $495).
Includes full documentation, 115,000
word spelling, thesaurus, table of
contents, indexing, outlining, footnoting,
super/supscript, search and replace and
much more for IBM and computable PCs.
Versions: Amiga or Atari ST ($99),
Apple II ($59) and Apple Macintosh
($99). DATASTOR, 268-5124 for forms.
1987 CAMARO - 20,000 mi., power
steering, power brakes, 5 speed, air, AMFM cassette. $8,500. Call 264-8789 or
731-9639.

FOR SALE -Olympic weights. 3001b.
With Marcy adjustable bench. $225 Call
Doug @ 786-2804.
WORD PROCESSOR - for sale.
Write your papers at home. Used
Macintosh 128 with software, good
condition. $500 OBO. Compatable with
UNF Maclab. Call Eric @ 241-8710.

CUTE, HUGGABLE - Pedigree
Dwarf Rabbit for sale. All white w/ grey
tail. Registered with NRA (National
Rabbit Association). Cage also available
for sale. Will make great pet in your
room. Call Lisa, eve, 743-0595, leave
message if not home.

JOBS
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA - Immediate
opening for men and women. $11,000 to
$60,000. Construction, Manufacturing,
Secretarial work, Nurses, Engineering,
Sales. Hundreds of Jobs listed. Call Now!
(206) 736-7000 Ext. 255A.

BICYCLE FOR SALE - Male's blue

TYPING

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
preperation for::

SAT • GMAT • LSAT • GRE • MCAT
call 727-0008

KAPLAN

secretary. Word processing on IBM
computer - Hewlett Packard LaserJet
printer. Fast, efficient, accurate. Call Deb
@ 260-3472.
TYPING -Fast, accurate, dependable.
Resumes, term papers (APA). etc.
Several years experience with excellent
spelling/proofreading skills. Call Elaine
at 731-7301.

PROFESSIONAL
EDITING/WRITING - books,
academic papers, manuscripts, theses,
dissertations, curriculum vitae, resumes.
Macintosh SE: letter quality print or disk.
(904) 241-9641.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY /
PROOFREADER - Will type your

CRUISE SHIPS - Now hiring men
and
women. Summer and career
bath duplex. 3 min. from UNF. $250 +
Fuji mountain bike. 18 speeds. Shimanoopportunities
(will train). Excellent pay
1/3 utilities. Debby wk 387-6606 or hm
deore derailers, shifters and brakes. Quick
plus
world
travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas,
645-9376.
release seat and tires. Good condition.
Caribbean,
Etc.
Call
Now! (206) 736Made for abuse. Call 733-6099 from 3:30 7000
Ext.
255C.
NEED ROOMMATE - in Baymeadows 8:00pm.
area for 3br, 2ba w/ 2 other students.
$210/ month. Call 737-2197.
'72 TOYOTA COROLLA - Good
condition. $400. Call Kris @ 646-9121.
ROOMMATE WANTED - Male or
GENERAL RESUME AND
female to share 3br, 2ba apt. in
APPLE II GS - w/ color monitor, 3.5
Baymeadows. Washer and dryer in apt.
DD, mouse, key board, exp card 512k. 6
TYPING SERVICES -I will help
$135 per mo. plus 1/3 util, and cable. Call mo. old, used apx 12 hrs. $1,200 obo.
you write your Resume. Reports Call 641-8137.
Correspondence - Forms. Familiar with
646-0686 leave message.
APA. Near Regency Square. Call Mrs.
Hudson at 723-3211. Also Notary Public

ROOMMATE WANTED - 3 bed, 2

TERM PAPERS - typed by legal

papers, thesis, dissertation quickly and
professionally. Call Margaret @ 2490316,9am to 9pm.
PAPERS TYPED - $1.50 per page.
Call Richard @ 285-2973.

TYPING - Reliable, accurate, good
rates. Resumes, term papers. Several
years experience. Call Jan @ 646-9724.
Pick up and delivery.

NEED TYPING DONE ? -I can do
papers on my word processor. Call Babf
@ 398-8947.
TYPING - Term papers and resumes.
Prompt, accurate and confidential. Don’t
spend a fortune! Call Sandy @ 646-4678.

UNF BOOKSTORE
CONTINUOUS
BOOK BUY-BACK
Bookstore offers 1/2 of new price
for next-term adoptions and wholesale
prices on other titles not adopted.

HAVE A GREAT
SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK!
Holidays mean good times with friends and family get togethers. Students
will soon be going home to relax and get away from school pressures.
Unfortunately this is also a time when alcohol or drugs, mixed with driving,
kill and injure thousands of people.

Please help make this a happy and safe holiday season by practicing the
following simple steps.
• Don't Drink and Drive..The leading cause of death for people between
the ages of 16 and 24 is alcohol-related automobile crashes.
• Don't ride with an Alcohol or Drug Impaired Driver. Over 20% of the
fatally injured victims in alcohol-related crashes are passengers in the
drinking driver’s vehicle.

• Don't Let A Friend Drive Drunk.

• Always Buckle Up Your Safety Belt. Your safety belt is your best defense
against the alcohol or drug impaired driver. Buckle Up!
This message Is sponsored by the Florida Coalition for Auto Safety Now. Inc . the Department of Community Affairs.
Bureau of Pubic Safety Management. the State University System of Florida, the Florida Community College System, the
Campus Alcohol and Drug Prevention Project, and BACCHUS chapters In Florida.

Lighten your load!
Carry cash instead of books!
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Black works hard on and off the field

Animals rights groups gain
influence across the nation
College Press Service

In what many scientists see
as proof the campus animal
rights movement is gaining wider
influence, Cornell University
administrators have forced a
Cornell scientist to drop a federal
grant to perform experiments on
cats.
At the same time, Yale
activists rallied against an
annual deer hunt held on
university land while others
railed against animal
experiments at Emory University
in Atlanta and at the University of
California at Santa Barbara.
Cornell’s decision, however,
had ’’absolutely shattering”
implications for research,
asserted Dr. Mortimer Miskin of
the National Institute for Mental
Health.
Cornell forced Michiko
Okamoto, a pharmacology
professor, to turn down a threeyear, $720,000 National Institute
on Drug Abuse (NIDA) grant to
study barbituate addiction by,
among other things, using cats in
her research.
Okamoto said she had been told
to turn down the grant because
the university had promised
animal rights advocates the
research would be phased out.
NIDA officials, in turn, were
outraged, viewing the decision as
a capitulation to an animal rights
group that had campaigned
intensively against Okamoto’s use
of cats. The university’s
decision, they added, may
endanger the freedom of other
scientists to do research with
animals.
"Our country is now facing a
crisis of drug abuse," NIDA
Director Charles R. Schuster
wrote in a letter to Cornelll
officials. "We view scientists like
Dr. Okamoto... as a natural
resource that needs to be
nurtured and encouraged."
Mishkin argued, "Its the
public that has got to recognize
what is happening to their
future." All basic research, he
said, is vulnerable to such attacks
because its benefits cannot be
predicted.

Okamoto's cat studies, said
George P. Cave of Trans-Species
Unlimited, the group that
protested her research, merely
duplicated past drug dependence
and withdrawal studies and
"were simply of no benefit to
human barbituate addicts."
Trans-Species, which claims
30,000 members, picketed the med
school and sent some 10,000
protest letters, including 100 from
members of Congress, to NIDA
for a year before Cornell officials
decided to reject the NIDA grant.
Cave believes Cornell’s
decision is a landmark, since
Okamoto’s research was halted
because animal rights activists
argued that her research was not
needed, rather than contending
the animals were mistreated.
Yet Cornell will approve using
animals in its labs "if the project
is best served that way," said Dr.
G. Tom Shires, the dean of the
Cornell Medical College.
He thought it was a mistake for
the university to have promised to
phase out Okamoto's research in
an attempt to placate the animal
rights group.
"If this were to happen
tomorrow, I would call a press
conference and tell (the
protesters) ’You have your
opinion. Let me tell you what the
conditions are under which we do
the research and show you the
benefits for a patient.’”
Other activists around the
country protested the ways
animals are treated.
At Emory University, about 40
activists marched on-campus
Nov. 13 objecting to NIDAfinanced drug research on
primates.
At Yale, about 20 students
protested the annual deer hunt
held on the university’s 7,800 acre
forest near Union, Conn.
University officials say the hunt is
necessary to control a population
explosion of deer that will outstrip
the food supply and endanger the
long-term survival of the forest.
Animal rights advocates,
however, say there are more
humane methods to control the
deer population.

photo by Susan P. Stanton

By John Oehser
Sports writer

Phil Black isn’t much
different than many UNF
students. He takes a full load of
classes, he’s married, has a
child and as a senior, he’s
weighinghis options and
wondering where he'll be a year
from now.
Next spring, Black, a senior
left-hander, will pitch his final
season for the NAIA’s 14thranked baseball team. He could
be the ace on a UNF staff of
quality returning pitchers; a
staff ranked number one in the
NAIAinl988.
"Phil will have his chances to
win the big ball games for us,"
UNF head coach Dusty Rhodes
said. "I don’t want to say he’s
our ace because there’s a
number of pitchers we can go to,
but Phil’s our number one guy."
Black pitched for Florida
Community College of
Jacksonville in 1985 and 1986
after pitching for Jacksonville’s
Sandalwood High School. He had
been out of baseball for a year
when Rhodes offered him a
chance to pitch for UNF.
"After FCCJ, I went to work.
I had a family to support," he
said. "Then Coach Rhodes gave
me the opportunity to come back

COMPUTERS
BY THE HOUR

to school and get a degree. I had
played under [UNF assistant]
Coach [Jim] Caldwell at FCCJ
and I think he convinced Coach
Rhodes to give me a shot."
Black proved he was worth the
shot. He ran up a 10-2 record in
1988 and threw a no-hit game
against Florida Memorial as the
Ospreys compiled a 47-17 record
in their first season. He allowed
opponents to hit just .233 against
him during the year while
chalking up a 2.59 earned run
average.
"I think the highlight for me
individually was the no-hitter I
threw against Florida
Memorial," Black said. "That
was a great feeling. I’d never
thrown one before."
"What will really stand out for
me, though, was our 21-game
winning streak."
The statement says a lot about
Black. Team achievements first;
personal achievements second.
Black earns the respect and
support of his teammates while
he’s on the mound by working
hard when he’s off the mound.
"Phil does everything extra,"
Rhodes said. "He s always got
his priorities and schedule
straight. We’ve got a lot of young
pitchers who look up to him
because he works hard."
Black, like the rest of the
team, sees the NAIA World
Series as the only true goal for
1989. The Ospreys advanced to
within a game of the series a
year ago and lost only two
players from last year’s squad.
’That’s our goal," Black said.
"I think we’ll be disappointed
with anything less than that. ’’
Sometime early next
summer, Black will outguess his
last opposing batter for the
Ospreys. His next step could be
professional baseball or, as a
finance major, it could be the
business world.
"I think every player who
plays baseball dreams of going to
the pros and I hope I get the
chance," he said. "But I’m
gearing myself towards going to
work when I graduate."
Rhodes said the choice may be
up to Black.
"Professional baseball isn’t
what it’s cracked up to be, but
some people are interested in
Phil and we’ll have to see what
happens."

INC.
1821 Parental Home Road, Suits 4
Jacksonville, Florida 32216

727-3491
Mo - Th 9:30 to 7:30 Fr 9:30 to 4:30 Sa 10 to 4

You Do It

OR

We’ll Do It

COMPUTER RENTAL

COMPUTER SERVICES

Hourly Rental

Desktop Publishing
PageMaker1 or WordPerfect 5.01
Graphics

Free Limited* Use of CBTH’s1 Software
32 Software Title®
28 Game Title®

Desktop Publishing
Merge Graphs with Text
Spreadsheets
DataBase
Graphics
•Limited Um: One Software package oon one machine at a time

Laser Printing
PostScript1 or Cannon1 LBP

File Management and/or Conversion

"LOOK HOMEWARD, ANGEL"

Graphic Image Conversion

Theatre Jacksonville

Dec. 2-17

396-4425
1Registered Trademarks

Students and Faculty: $5.00 w/ I.D.
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Events Calendar
CONCERTS----------------- 'The Flowing Word."
Beethoven Series. Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra. 8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 16. Florida Theatre.
Info 354-5547.

Handel's "Messiah.”
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra.
8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 17. Also, 3
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 18. Florida
Theatre. Info 354-5547.

"Beethoven Birthday Bash.”
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra.
Saturday, Dec. 17. Florida Theatre.
Info 354-5547.
All-Bach Concert. UNF's Art
Bloomer with members of the
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra.
8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 19. St. Paul's
by the Sea Episcopal Church,
Jacksonville Beach. Open to the
public. NC.

"Festival of Nine Lessons
and Carols." St. Johns
Cathedral Choir. 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 27. St. Johns
Cathedral. Open to the public. NC.

EXHIBITS-----------------Evon Streetman: Recent
Work. A selection of photo/mixed
media images. Through
Thursday, Dec. 15. UNF Gallery,
Bldg. 2. Info 646-2534.

Recent Acquisitions and
Selections from the
Permanent Collection.
Through Jan. 22. Jacksonville Art
Museum. Info 398-8336.

Rubes®

Calligraphy by Mary Jo Maraldo.
Through Jan. 22. Jacksonville Art
Museum. Info 398-8336.

FILM------------------------"Rodin: The Gates of Hell."
Documentary to accompany
Rodin’s ’’Gates of Hell.’’ 7 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15. Jacksonville
Art Museum. Info 398-8336.

PLAYS---------------------"Crimes of the Heart." UNF
Players and Players-By-The-Sea.
UNF's Dr. Pam Hanks, director. 8
p.m. Friday-Saturday, Dec. 16-17.
Players-By-The-Sea Theatre.

'Look Homeward, Angel."
Thomas Wolfe's classic American
drama. Through Saturday, Dec.
17. Theatre Jacksonville. Info 3964425.

'Pump Boys and Dinettes."
Country-Western, folk-rock
musical. Through Saturday, Dec.
31. Alhambra Dinner Theare.
Info 641-1212.

SHOWS---------------------'Third Annual Holiday Gift
to Jacksonville." DASOA.
Thursday, Dec. 15. Civic
Auditorium. Info 396-7038,3965547.

"Christmas Luminaria."
Sponsored by Riverside Avondale
Preservation Society. 6:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 18. Riverside Baptist
Church. NC. Info 388-7692.

By Leigh Rubin

Campus Corner
The Cashier’s Office is
scheduled to be open during the
following hours for payment of
Spring 1989 fees:
*Dec. 13-15, Tuesday-Thursday,
8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
*Dec. 16, Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m.
*Dec. 19-23, Monday-Friday, 8:30
a.m.-4 p.m.
*Dec. 27-30, Tuesday-Friday, 8:30
a.m.-4p.m.
Man. 3-5, Tuesday-Thursday,
8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
Man. 6, Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Man. 9-12, Monday-Thursday,
8:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Man. 13, Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m.

Six months had passed since
Nanook had put the cat out for the night.

CLAST registration continues
through Feb. 10 in the Testing
Center, Bldg;. 2, room 2068. The
State of Florida Department of
Education requires all students in
State universities who will
complete 60 semester hours during
the Spring Term 1989 to take the
College Level Academic and Skills
Test. For information, call 6462915.

The non-Academic Program
Review Committee will process
unit self-studies prepared by the
Bookstore and Physical Facilities
during the next few months.
Students may participate in the
reviews by submitting in writing
any relevant information to Student
Fiesta Navidena. The Student-to- Government Association President
John Walker, Bldg. 14. Faculty
Student Program and the Minority
and staff may submit their written
Student Alliance are sponsoring a
statements to either Dr. Robert
Latino Holiday Party. The UNF
Pickhardt, Bldg. 10, room 2474 or
community is invited to sample
Ernest Wild, Bldg. 1, room 2143.
traditional Christmas music and
Submissions must be signed, but
food. 4:30-6 p.m. Wednesday, Dec.
the writers whose information is
14. For more information, call 646used will not be identified. For
2475.
more information, call Wild at 6462502.
Financial Aid checks are
scheduled to be distributed during
The American Poetry
the third week of classes in Spring
Association is sponsoring a poetry
Term 1989. Students will no longer
contest. The Grand Prize is a trip
be allowed to use book vouchers for
to Hawaii for two, and the First
buying books. Financial aid
Prize is $1,000. The contest is open
students who are unable to buy
to the public and entry is free. The
books with their own resources
deadline is Dec. 31. Poets may
may apply for book loans.
enter the contest by sending as
Applications for the loans must be
many as five poems, each no more
made in the Financial Aid Office
than 20 lines, name and address on
before Jan. 4.
each page, to American Poetry
Association, Dept. CT-5, 250 A
Potrero St., P. O. Box 1803, Santa
Cruz, Cal. 95061-1803.

